One of the best math professors I have taken so far at UCSD.

She gives you summaries, recap, generalized informations to help you through even the most complicated things of this mathematics course.

Great professor, does a lot of helpful examples in class

Wonderful professor

I really liked that she gave multiple example problems and there were never any homework questions that were not clearly outlined by an example problem. She was very good at explaining theory and then demonstrating how to use it. She was also very helpful in office hours and was ready to help anyone who had questions. She also never talked down to any students unlike other professors I have had.

Course

advance concepts but doable

Confusing and challenging but do-able

Exams

Midterm was extremely easy

Her tests are very straightforward and test the material exactly.

Reading

Text book is ok for reference but in class examples and lecture are most helpful

TA

was a great TA overall. He was very helpful and ready to answer any questions.
Instructor
Very knowledgeable and understanding professor! Would definitely take a class from her again. She explains the material very well and the exams are definitely REFLECTIVE of course materials.

Straight-forward lectures and helpful office hours

At first I thought that it would be a terrible class because I heard about most graduate students who are terrible professors, but Mary surprised me. She really knew how to present the material in a way that I could understand it and offered to answer questions several times during each class.

Very nice and knows her stuff well, doesn't make many mistakes during lecture

Course
Slightly easier than the other math classes

I personally do not believe this class to be harder than 20C in fact I feel that it is easier because it is much more specific and the same techniques are applied throughout the course.

Exams
Study the practice problems! They are inclusive of all concepts and provide a great review for the midterm.

Exams are similar to problems in the homework

Exams are very representative of the practice exams she has for us.

Reading
The book may be more confusing so it's always better to pay attention in class instead

none

TA
Discussion classes are extremely helpful in learning the material and understanding the homework problems

Really knows what he is talking about and has great ways to sum up how to do certain sections of the math course in a way that makes sense.

Is the best. He understands what he's teaching and is very good at it. Also an easy grader in my opinion
She's very effective and efficient.
Instructor

very nice. Love her lecture

Amazing teacher, she was very helpful with all difficulties and went above and beyond to explain material not included in the course when I needed it.

One of the top two math professors at UCSD. Awesome!

Course

a little tough. Matlab was hard

TA

is the worst TA ever He has a horrible attitude; he does not seem to like what he is doing, so he should not be a TA anymore. He never seems to be prepared for discussion section. Going to his discussion is indeed a waste of time.